
 

OBJECTIVES  

To verify using a retrospective study in a radiation therapy setting to determine the 
differences between 3D, thermoplastic, and wax bolus types and their impact on dosimetry, 
CT Simulation time, and skin reaction when used for treating skin cancer of the nose. 
 

METHODS  

Patients were divided into three cohorts based on the type of bolus used when they received 
their radiotherapy between 2011 and 2020 at Central West Cancer Care Centre in Orange, 
NSW Australia. These cohorts were Wax (n=11), Thermoplastic (n=11), and 3D printed 
(n=16). All were treated with 6MV fields and analysed to determine the differences between 
the means (or parametric equivalent) of; PTV dose coverage, dose homogeneity, dose 
conformity, CT simulation time, skin reaction and cost of the physical nose bolus. 
 

RESULTS  

V95% and D98%, medians are likely to be equal to previous wax and thermoplastic bolus 
materials. 3D Bolus D50% coverage is higher than the other bolus materials. D2% is highest 
in 3D Bolus. 3D Bolus has a lower significant maximum (15mm3) dose than thermoplastic, 
but is lowest in wax. 3D Bolus is the cheapest material studied per bolus made. The 
conformity index is much better when using 3D Bolus. Homogeneity is likely to be equal for 
all bolus types. CT time is less than half of both wax and thermoplastic. Skin reaction is likely 
to be equal across bolus materials. 
 

CONCLUSION  
 
This study has shown that 3D printed bolus can provide more conformal and equally 
homogenous dosimetry when compared to wax and thermoplastic. Documented skin 
reactions are comparable between all three bolus types when used as bolus for skin 
treatments. The use of 3D printed bolus is more time efficient and cheaper for the service.  

 
IMPLICATIONS 
 
3D printed bolus allows creation of plans that better fits Radiation Oncologist specifications 
compared to wax or thermoplastic. 3D printed bolus also takes less patient and therapist 
time compared to other rigid bolus and is cheaper than the other materials measured. 3D 
bolus are most homogeneous, most conformal, and provide an equal effect on skin cancer 
treatments of the nose when using photon megavoltage beams. 
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